
Study 11

“Do not lay up for yourselves treasures on earth, where moth 
and rust destroy and where thieves break in and steal, but lay up 
for yourselves treasures in heaven, where neither moth nor rust 
destroys and where thieves do not break in and steal. For where 
your treasure is, there your heart will be also.”  
(Matthew 6:19-21) 

We have been considering the Christian’s relationship to his Heavenly 
Father, and up to this point, we have been studying the Christian’s 
approach towards the religious things in life associated with his worship 
— giving, praying, fasting, etc (v. 6:1-18). Now we are entering into 
another subsection in which Jesus addresses the routine things in life 
associated with this world (v. 6:19-34). Here, we are dealing with the 
affairs, cares, strains and stresses that a Christian experiences as he lives 
his daily life in this world.  

Scripture often speaks of Christians having to overcome this problem 
identified by the expression, ‘the world’. This is not necessarily a 
reference to the natural universe or the collection of people found within 
it. When Scripture refers to the difficulty of overcoming the world, it is 
speaking about an “outlook and a mentality, it means a way of looking at 
things, a way of looking at the whole of life.”  And our problem with the 1

world generally manifests itself in two ways mentioned in this section. 

        D. Martyn Lloyd-Jones, Studies in the Sermon on the Mount, (Eerdmans: 1976), 3521
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Jesus teaches that the temptation of worldliness may come from a love 
of the world (v. 19-24) or an anxiousness with respect to it (v. 25-34). 
And in doing so, He reveals that one is just as dangerous as the other. 
However, we must remember that He continues to make clear that all 
these things are to be viewed through the perspective of our relationship 
to our Heavenly Father.  

The order in which Jesus deals with these things are significant and 
worthy of our consideration. We prepare ourselves in private times of 
worship pursuing our Father’s praise and enjoying His presence. 
However, we must not remain there. We must step out of these secret 
times with our Father and live our lives in the midst of the world. The 
cares and concerns of life in this world will attack and do their best to 
ruin our spiritual life and vitality. So we must be prepared in order that 
we will truly trust the Father’s provision without worry.    

We currently live within a society and culture that is constantly pursuing 
the latest prized possession and the personal security that a large salary 
or signing bonus has to offer. This pursuit has been labeled with a sort of 
Orwellian optimism as ‘the pursuit of the American Dream’ but should it 
be the pursuit of the American Christian? 

Is it possible that we have been so conditioned by our culture that we 
somewhat unconsciously have bought into this pursuit of happiness at 
the expense of pursuing holiness? 

Now to be clear, Jesus is not an anti-capitalist or some sort of opponent 
to the wealthy. Having nice things, saving for the future, enjoying the 
gifts of God are not prohibited by Jesus. Our Lord is not so much 
concerned about our possessions as much as our attitude towards them.  
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Jesus is focusing in on our heart, mind and soul. That is His concern. 
What are we really pursuing in life? And why are we pursuing it? 

Jesus is saying, "Whatever it is that you value most in life, whatever it is 
that is the focus of your daily pursuit, that is the thing that has your heart 
and that is the thing you trust and truly worship." 

We have a strong tendency to seek security and happiness in this world 
by devoting our time, energy and focus to accumulating wealth and a 
financial cushion. Jesus explains that our pursuit to accumulate stuff for 
ourselves is an unproductive, unnecessary and unworthy pursuit. Instead, 
we ought to seek first the Kingdom of God and righteous living, and 
then all these daily cares and concerns will be taken care of. Therefore, 
we might declare that the true citizen of the Kingdom of Heaven will 
set his heart, mind and soul on trusting the Father’s provision 
without worrying about the future.  

Now, there are two points we ought to highlight from Jesus' words here 
concerning our trust issues in our relationship with our Heavenly Father.  

• First, investing our lives in the things that God wants us to pursue is a 
secure investment. Jesus tells us to store up for ourselves treasures in 
heaven where they don't get old and they can't be lost.  

• And second, investing our lives in the things that God wants us to 
pursue frees us from financial stress. Jesus tells us to seek God's 
Kingdom first and trust Him to take care of all the other things you 
think you need. 
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A Secure Investment 
  
If you had to guess, how much money do you think you spend on things 
that you won’t use or that you’ll throw away five years from now? How 
much money do you spend on things that can break or be stolen at any 
given moment?  

It would probably astonish all of us to know the exact dollar figure on 
how much money we waste on things we don’t need and on things that 
hardly satisfy us. But it is perhaps even more astonishing and some 
might say tragic to think that even if we knew the exact figure, most of 
us would still not change. We may not admit it, but wasting money on 
accumulating stuff has become our natural way of life.  

The stark reality that is revealed throughout Scripture is that we will 
continue our pattern of selfish spending unless we truly discover 
something else that we treasure more than we treasure ourselves. But 
until that happens, we will devote ourselves to investing in life's 
upgrades and the illusion of financial security. 

Now, why do I say illusion? Isn’t investing for the future a good idea? 

Yes, of course it is. Scripture even advises it. However, our saving for 
the future doesn’t guarantee any of us a future. It doesn’t guarantee a 
good future for our family. It is still an investment of our time, energy 
and focus with little certainty and no value whatsoever if we don’t live 
long enough to use it or if it is misused by those who inherit it.     
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Jesus alludes to this in a story that is recorded in the book of Luke. He 
talks about a wealthy land owner who accumulated great wealth through 
his farming industry so the man decides to store it all up for himself and 
his future. The successful farmer finally feels that he has secured enough 
for himself to have a relaxing retirement where he can just eat, drink and 
play golf for the rest of his life. However, little did he know that the rest 
of his life would literally end up being just a few hours. The successful 
farmer dies leaving his great wealth behind him, and God declares this 
man to be a fool for placing his trust in the illusion of financial security.  

Spending or saving large sums of your money for yourself is 
financial foolishness in the eyes of God. It’s a poor investment in 
things that in the grand scheme of things are insignificant and insecure.  
But as we have already mentioned, it’s an investment we’ll continue to 
make as long as we treasure ourselves more than we treasure our God. 

Jesus says those that treasure God will seek to make their investments in 
the Kingdom of God. They will invest their lives and their money in the 
things that don’t wear out and that can’t be taken away. They will invest 
their lives in growing to know their Father in Heaven better (whom 
they’ll meet face to face). They will invest their lives in spreading the 
love and grace of the gospel (which grants others eternal life). And they 
will invest in the Christian mission (where the pay-outs have eternal 
significance and value).  

Those who invest their lives in the things that God wants them to pursue 
are like the man who found a treasure in a field. He considered that 
treasure so necessary, worthy and valuable that it led him to sell 
everything he owned to purchase that field. The man who treasures 
God has found something in life worth selling everything else for. 
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We all need to have a correct view of ourselves and especially the right 
view of our lives in this world. As Dr. Martyn Lloyd-Jones writes,  

“The great fact of which we must never lose sight is that in this 
life we are but pilgrims. We are walking through this world 
under the eye of God, in the direction of God and towards our 
everlasting hope.”  2

    
As soon as we take hold of this correct view of ourselves as pilgrims in 
this world and children on the way to see their Heavenly Father then 
everything else begins to fall into the right perspective. We will begin to 
view ourselves as mere stewards of our gifts, resources, possessions, 
intellect and talent. Stewards that must one day give an account of how 
we’ve used these things. The man of this world views himself as an 
owner of things, but the Christian man must see himself as he is — a 
humble steward who has everything that he has on lease from his Father.  

What might the world look like if the average Christian invested more of 
his gifts, resources, possessions, intellect and talent on the things God 
wants Him to do rather than on the things he’d like to do for himself? 
What might your own circle of influence look like if you and your 
family invested your life and money in this way? 

We who truly treasure and ultimately trust our Father in heaven will do 
radically unorthodox things with the way that we spend our time, energy 
and our money. The authentic Christian man is a man who gives 
more and seeks to get less. He knows that investing in the things that 
God wants him to pursue is a secure investment and the very thing that 
God has placed him within this world to do.  

    Lloyd-Jones, 3562
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Freedom From Financial Stress 

Now, as we have already pointed out, there are two main ways that we 
fall into the temptation of worldliness. The first is what we have been 
discussing up to this point which is the temptation to lay up for ourselves 
treasure on earth. The other which we will turn our attention to now is 
not so much the temptation to store up things but the temptation to worry 
about them. Many of us may not be guilty of storing up things for 
ourselves, but nevertheless we are still guilty of worldliness because of 
the amount of time we spend thinking about these things, dwelling on 
these things and worrying about these things.  

Here, we are reminded of the subtlety of sin and the way in which Satan 
doesn’t care what our sin looks like just as long as it keeps our minds on 
earthly things instead of remaining focused and fixed on God. Lloyd-
Jones writes about this next section saying, 

“You may think you have won this great battle against Satan 
because you conquered him when he came in at the front door 
and talked to you about laying up treasures on earth. But before 
you are aware of it, you will find he has come in through the 
back door and is causing you to have anxious concern about 
these things. He is still making you look at them, and so is 
perfectly content.”   3

The thought of saving less for ourselves in order to give more towards 
others leads us to naturally start wondering, “Well how much should I be 
giving away? How much should I be saving? I have to provide for my 
family so what am I supposed to do?” 

    Lloyd-Jones, 3793
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Jesus says simply, “Don’t be anxious about your life, what you will eat 
or what you will drink, nor about your body, what you will put on. Is not 
life more than food, and the body more than clothing?” He provides 
some illustrations to defend His statement and then says to not worry so 
much with questions like, “‘What shall we eat?’ or ‘What shall we 
drink?’ or ‘What shall we wear?’ For the Gentiles seek after all these 
things, and your heavenly Father knows that you need them all.” 

Jesus is saying to stop worrying about these things the way the rest of 
the world worries about them. If you are a Christian then you are in fact 
a child of God. You have a loving heavenly Father who knows what you 
need. If He’s willing to take care of His creatures can we not trust that 
He will indeed take care of His children? 

He who did not spare His own Son but gave Him up for us all, will He 
not also with Him graciously give us all things? If our Heavenly Father 
loves us enough to give His only Son over to death in order that we may 
truly live, can we not trust Him with the basic necessities in life? 

But perhaps therein lies our problem. Most of our difficulties with worry 
and worldliness can be found in the fact that we want more than the 
necessities. We expect more than the necessities. Our problem as 
Christians living among the great wealth of American prosperity is that 
some of the things we consider necessities in life, our Lord (and most of 
the world) would consider luxuries.  

We tend to worry about our financial future because we want a certain 
kind of future. What kind of lifestyle are we attempting to accumulate 
through all of our storing up stuff and saving? And is it a lifestyle that 
puts pressure on us to accumulate more and more in order to support it? 
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This kind of pressure is what leads us to our anxiety and worry. We 
worry about arbitration because we need that money. We worry about 
contract extensions because we need that money. We worry about 
meeting our incentives because we need that bonus. We worry about 
service time because we need that pension. 

This kind of worry from those of us who claim to have faith in God 
communicates to the world that there really isn’t anything that special 
about the Christian faith. We claim to believe in a Heavenly Father who 
knows what we need, but this kind of worry proves a failure in ourselves 
to actually believe that He will in fact provide.  

We as Christians are required to be distinct in the way that we live, but 
this kind of worrying looks just like the worries of everybody else. How 
do we react to the cares and concerns of this life, and do we react any 
differently than those who are not Christians? Consider this reflection of 
on our Christian ancestors in this story described by Dr. Don Carson.  

“In the fourth century, the Roman Emperor Julian the Apostate 
failed in his efforts to suppress Christianity, largely because of 
the distinctive living he found among believers. He told his 
officials, “We ought to be ashamed. Not a beggar is to be found 
among the Jews, and those godless Galileans [he meant the 
Christians] feed not only their own people but ours as well, 
whereas our people receive no assistance whatsoever from 
us”… Would it not be wonderful if some world leader were 
forced to say today, “We ought to be ashamed. Not a worrier is 
to be found among those fanatics who call themselves 
Christians.””  4

      D.A. Carson, Jesus’ Sermon on the Mount and His Confrontation with the World, (Baker: 1987), 994
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We need to stop running the race towards financial freedom that the rest 
of the world is running. If we want freedom from financial stress, we 
need to start investing our lives in the things that God wants us to pursue 
and trust Him to take care of all the other things we think we may need. 

Why is this so difficult? Why can we hear these words and agree with 
them and yet still feel hopeless that we will actually be able to change? 
What is the ultimate cause of all our difficulties with worldliness? 

Our Lord provides an answer in His subtle charge in v. 30, “O you of 
little faith.” Those of us who struggle with storing up the things of this 
world and worrying about the things of this world are guilty of having an 
inadequate or insufficient faith. “Our Lord is speaking here about 
Christian people who have only saving faith, and who tend to stop at 
that.”    5

Perhaps the greatest trouble in the Christian life is our tendency to trust 
on the Lord but to not simply trust Him. We have no problem trusting 
the truth of the gospel. We admit that we are sinners in desperate need of 
God’s grace and mercy, and therefore we trust on the Lord Jesus Christ 
for salvation and the forgiveness of our sins. But then when it comes to 
the everyday mundane things in life, we hear what the Lord tells us but 
then we simply don’t trust Him. Jesus tells us that our Heavenly Father 
will take care of our needs concerning the necessities of life, but we act 
as if we don’t believe Him. “‘Little faith’ does not really take the 
Scripture as it is and believe it and live by it and apply it.”    6

    Lloyd-Jones, 3965

    Ibid., 3986
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Those of little faith will find themselves “mastered by their 
circumstances instead of mastering them.”  Those of little faith become 7

slaves to the things that we were originally intended to subdue for our 
own benefit and flourishing.   
  
So how can we overcome little faith and increase our faith instead?  

We must remember who we are, remember Who’s we are and reorganize 
our priorities. Remember that you are a child of God. Remember that He 
is our Heavenly Father. And restructure your life in such a way that you 
seek His Kingdom and His righteousness first and above all else. Jesus 
has already taught us this in teaching us how to pray. 

When we come to God in prayer, we obviously come to Him with the 
various cares and concerns of life in this world, but we do not start with 
‘Give us this day our daily bread’. We are to start with ‘Our Father in 
heaven, hallowed be your name. Your kingdom come, and your will be 
done, on earth as it is in heaven’. And then, and only then, do we 
concern ourselves with the daily needs. We overcome worrying about 
the things of this world by worrying first and foremost about the 
things pertaining to the Kingdom of God. Sinclair Ferguson writes, 

“Anxiety can be cured only by the assurance that all our needs 
will be met by our King. For this reason, the chief drive in our 
lives should be to live under the authority of the King and to see 
His Kingdom extended in every possible way — morally, 
socially, and geographically, as well as personally, inwardly, and 
spiritually.”   8

    Ibid., 3987

  Sinclair Ferguson, The Sermon on the Mount: Kingdom Life in a Fallen World, (Banner of Truth: 1987), 1468
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So we increase our faith by seeking first the Kingdom of God. However, 
our Lord adds also that we are to seek His righteousness. This is an 
important and necessary addition. We must not only think about the 
things heavenly and above, but we must also think about the things 
pertaining to holiness here on earth. This has been the teaching since the 
beginning of the sermon — “Blessed are those who hunger and thirst for 
righteousness, for they shall be satisfied.” 

The authentic Christian man is the man seeking righteousness, seeking 
to be like Christ, seeking holiness here and now, and seeking to grow in 
the grace and knowledge of our Lord. This is the way to increase your 
faith. This is your most secure investment. This is the secret to financial 
freedom. The man who knows himself to be a child of our Father in 
Heaven is a man with a different perspective on life and a man truly able 
and willing to trust his Father’s provision without worrying about what 
the future may hold.   
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